
Prendergast Dairy Farm
Ardmore, Co. Waterford

Wherever you are

Hot Water  
in an Instant 

LPG



“When I met the Prendergast 
family on site, they were looking 
at other hot water solutions. I 
then discussed the benefits of 
Flogas LPG including hot water 
on demand up to 85 degrees. This 
is extremely important due to 
recent chlorine restrictions and so 
they decided they were happy to 
proceed with Flogas.”

 Tommy Murray,  
Flogas Area Representative  



Prendergast Farm
Dairy Farm

The Challenge
Prendergast Farm is a dairy farm in Ardmore, Co. Waterford. The farm was 
established in 2017 and is run by three brothers, Seamus, Declan and Patrick. 
In 2020, the Prendergast brothers decided to upgrade to a new parlour. 

While looking for a hot water solution for the new dairy parlour, Seamus, 
Declan and Patrick got in contact with the local Flogas Area Representative. 

L-R: Declan Prendergast, Seamus Perndergast and Tommy Murray, Flogas Area Representative



The Flogas Solution
The local Flogas Area Representative, Tommy Murray 
called out to the Prendergast farm to show how the 
Flogas water heating system works. Seamus, Declan 
and Patrick were very impressed with the ability to 
have hot water on-demand up to 85°C. 

The LPG fuelled hot water system is very efficient 
and cost-effective compared to other water heating 
options and has no hot water storage costs involved. 
By using LPG, you can control the amount of hot 
water being used.

The Prendergast family decided to progress with 
the installation and were advised on the best tank 
location and the necessary siting guidelines for  
the farm.  

Want to find  
out more?
Contact Flogas today to 

request a free site visit 

from your local area 

representative, discuss 

your requirements and 

receive a quotation. Visit 

flogas.ie/dairy or call us 

on 041 214 9600

*�T&C’s�apply.�See�flogas.ie/t&c

Seamus, Declan and Patrick were very 
impressed with the ability to have hot 
water on demand up to 85°C



The Changeover Process 
Tommy Murray completed a site walkthrough and advised 
on the best location to install the heater unit and the 
optimum distances from the heaters and water taps. 

A Flogas bulk LPG tank was delivered and sited, and two 
wall-mounted water heaters were installed and connected.  Results

On demand hot 
water delivering 
temperatures from 
37-�85°C.��

No hot water  
storage costs

Reduced carbon 
footprint and full 
control of the amount 
of hot water used

Reliable source of  
hot water, secure  
from theft 

Frost protected  
for winter

Reduced kVAs

No noise or  
air pollution 

Two External Wall Mounted Heaters were installed’
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